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The Food Crisis, Opportunity and Challenges

- Post-VGGT endorsement:
  - How to work with governments?
  - How to work with communities?
  - How to work with private sector?
- Governments & legal/policy frameworks
- Communities & awareness/recognition of rights
- Private Sector & understanding/addressing risks
Communities & the Private Sector

- Promote awareness of legal rights
- **Build support for gender-equitable approaches**
- Develop and deploy fit-for-purpose tech to record rights
- **Support governments to map & record customary rights**
- **Support customary authorities to record communal rights**
- Build capacity of local NGOs to support engagement with investors

- **Operational Guidelines**
- Guidelines on Compulsory Displacement & Resettlement
- Map & record land rights of outgrowers
- Map & record rights of ingrowers
- Bring women into value chain as land holders
- Support inclusive land return
- Share case studies of good practices
- **Is this enough?**
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